Enhanced responsiveness of human extravisual areas to photic stimulation in patients with severely reduced vision.
Lesions in the primary visual cortex induce severe loss of visual perception. Depending on the size of the lesion, the visual field might be affected by small scotomas, hemianopia, or complete loss of vision (cortical blindness). In many cases, the whole visual field of the patient is affected by the lesion, but diffuse light-dark discrimination remains (residual rudimentary vision, RRV). In other cases, a sparing of a few degrees can be found (severely reduced vision, SRV). In a follow-up study, we mapped visually induced cerebral activation of three subjects with SRV using functional magnetic resonance imaging. We were especially interested in the visual areas that would be activated if subjects could perceive the stimulus consciously although information flow from V1 to higher visual areas was strongly reduced or virtually absent. Because subjects were only able to discriminate strong light from darkness, we used goggles flashing intense red light at a frequency of 3 Hz for full visual field stimulation. Besides reduced activation in V1, we found activation in the parietal cortex, the frontal eye fields (FEF), and the supplementary eye fields (SEF). In all patients, FEF activation was pronounced in the right hemisphere. These patterns were never seen in healthy volunteers. In a patient who recovered completely, we observed that extrastriate activation disappeared in parallel with the visual field restitution. This result suggests that damage to the primary visual cortex changes the responsiveness of parietal and extravisual frontal areas in patients with SRV. This unexpected result might be explained by increased stimulus-related activation of attention-related networks.